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Pub2ID System Requirements for Mac
Pub2ID is only available for InDesign CS6
In order to run your version of Pub2ID you will need at least the minimum specifications Adobe requires to run
InDesign CS6.
In addition, Markzware products are only officially supported in Mac OS X 10.6.8 and higher. While
Pub2ID may run in older versions of the Mac OS, Markzware's development environment will no longer
support these older operating systems and bugs specifically related to these older Operating Systems will not
be fixed.
System Requirements Summary:
•
Mac OS X 10.6.8 or higher
•
A valid license for Adobe InDesign® CS6
•
Internet connection to activate and register Pub2ID
•
Adobe recommended hardware requirements to run InDesign CS6
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Pub2ID System Requirements for Win
Pub2ID is only available for InDesign CS6
In order to run your version of Pub2ID you will need at least the minimum specifications Adobe requires to run
that version of InDesign. Please note that Markzware does not support Windows versions before Win XP SP/3
or Win Vista.
System Requirements Summary:
•
Win 7 SP1, Win 8 (Win XP not Supported)
•
A valid license for Adobe InDesign® CS6
•
Internet connection to activate and register Pub2ID
•
Adobe recommended hardware requirements to run InDesign CS6
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Information about Pub2ID Perpetual Bundle
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Products in this bundle are Unsupported, but available for use
Why is Markzware selling Pub2ID as an Unsupported Product?
The products in this bundle are available for use, but are Unsupported. Why did Markzware decide to sell
these products? There are still people out there looking to convert MS Publisher files to InDesign. Instead of
denying them the opportunity to use a product we "used to sell", we decided to bundle the Mac and Win
versions of Pub2ID for InDesign CS6 together and provide this package as an "As-Is" bundle.
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What does **Unsupported but available for use mean?
The products listed as **Unsupported but available for use, are older products that are available for you to
use, but they are no longer being updated. If you encounter an issue with one of these products, you can
report it to Markzware Tech support who may be able to help you find a workaround, but no bug fixes or
updates will be forthcoming.
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Pub2ID Installation
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Downloading Pub2ID
When you purchase Pub2ID you will receive a link to download Pub2ID. In order to download Pub2ID you
must first agree with the terms of Markzware's End User License Agreement (EULA).

Markzware EULA/Download Button Not Active

When you first click on your link to download Pub2ID you will be presented with Markzware's EULA. If you
agree to the terms of the EULA, click on I Agree to signify your agreement with Markzware's EULA.
If you do not agree to the terms of the EULA, please contact Markzware immediately with your questions or
concerns.
Sales
Tech Support
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Markzware EULA/Download Button Active

Once you agree with the EULA and click on I Agree the Download button will become active and you can
proceed with downloading Pub2ID

Save Pub2ID to your computer

Once Pub2ID has been processed by our server you will be presented with a Save window. Please save the
Pub2ID zip file to your local computer so that you may decompress it and run the installer. Both Mac and Win
download versions of Pub2ID will be zip files.
Remember - This Pub2ID Manual in PDF form is included in your download. You should review this document
and save it to your computer for future reference.
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Pub2ID Installation on Mac
Pub2ID ZIP File

When you have completed your download of Pub2ID you will have a zip file that needs to be decompressed.

Pub2ID Decompressed ZIP File

On most Macs you can simply double-click on the Pub2ID zip file and this will produce a folder. Double-click
on this folder to reveal the Pub2ID Installer.

Pub2ID Installer

Double-click on the Setup icon to start the Pub2ID installation process.
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Application Downloaded From Internet

On many Macs the security settings are set to warn you if you are trying to run an application downloaded
from the internet. You can change these settings on your Mac under the Preferences/Security area (it is
safest to leave this warning on as a prevention for malicious apps you may accidentally download while
surfing the net).
Click on the Open button to open up the Setup Pub2ID Installer application.
Most likely due to the above warning, you will see the Setup InDesign icon bouncing in your Dock. If nothing
is happening, please check your Dock and if the Setup InDesign icon is bouncing, Click on it to continue with
the Pub2ID installation process.

Pub2ID Setup Window

The Setup CS6 application has three buttons:
1. Cancel - clicking Cancel will Close the Setup InDesign application and Pub2ID will not be installed
2. Install - clicking Install will proceed with the Pub2ID installation
3. Remove - clicking Remove will proceed with removal of existing installations of Pub2ID
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Pub2ID - Select InDesign Folder

After clicking the Install button you will asked to find your InDesign CS6 Application folder.
Once you have located the folder, click on it once to highlight it and then click on the Choose button to
proceed with installation.

Pub2ID - Asking For Password

Installing Pub2ID requires you enter in your Password as Pub2ID will be adding items to your Applications
folder. Type in your User Name and Password and then click on the OK button.
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Pub2ID - Installation Complete

Pub2ID - Installation Complete
Once the Pub2ID Plug-In has been installed you will see a confirmation screen. Click on the Finish button to
close the screen.
You are now ready to start up up InDesign and Activate and Register Pub2ID.
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Pub2ID Installation on Windows
Pub2ID ZIP File

When you download Pub2ID you will receive a ZIP file. Double-click on the ZIP file to decompress it.
IMPORTANT NOTE*** - If you receive a checksum error message when trying to decompress the Pub2ID
ZIP file, use Windows Explorer to decompress the file.

Pub2ID Installer Folder

On most Windows computers you can simply double-click on the Pub2ID zip file and this will produce a folder.
Double-click on this folder to reveal the Pub2ID Installer.
Important Tip** - When decompressing the ZIP file, make sure you actually have the Pub2ID folder on your
Desktop. From in-house testing in many cases trying to run the Installer.exe file from within a ZIP archive will
cause the Pub2ID installation to become corrupt. Just remember to throw away the Pub2ID folder on your
Desktop when Pub2ID has successfully installed and you have run InDesign and converted a test Publisher
file.
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Pub2ID Installer and Manual

In the Pub2ID Installer folder you will find the Pub2ID Installer for InDesign. Double-click on the Installer .exe
file to begin the Installation process.
Important Note: Make sure that the folder ALSO contains a file that ends with .mzcert. If the .mzcert file is
not present, you will be unable to run Pub2ID after installation has completed.

Pub2ID Permission or Password

When you first run the Pub2ID installer you may see a User Account Control window. This window will differ
depending on whether you are logged into an Admin or a Non-Admin account.
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Pub2ID Welcome Install Screen

Click on the Next button to continue with the install.
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Pub2ID User/Company Name

Your User Name will automatically be filled in based on the name of your computer or account.
For Company Name, type in the name of your Company. If you do not work for a company, you can leave the
default of My Company.
Install this application for: - By default "Anyone who uses this computer (all users)" is selected. Unless you
want to restrict Pub2ID to just your account, leave the default value for all users enabled.
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Pub2ID Setup Type

Unless instructed by Markzware Tech Support, you should select the Complete install type.
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Pub2ID Review

The installer will present a Review window that will show you where the Pub2ID Plug-In will be installed.
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Pub2ID Installation Complete

Click the Finish button to close the Pub2ID Installer.
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Pub2ID Activation
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Pub2ID Successful Activation
Important Note: While the screen shots in this section show a Successful Activation on a Mac, the same
screens will appear on Windows versions of Pub2ID. Please use this section as a guide as there may be
differences in the look and feel of screens due to operating system differences and the version of Pub2ID you
are activating.

Start Up InDesign

After you have installed Pub2ID, start up InDesign
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Pub2ID - Activation

The very first time you start up InDesign after installing Pub2ID, the Plug-In will attempt to contact
Markzware's License Server and activate your product. This should be a fairly transparent process. If the
Plug-In is able to contact the License Server, then you will be activated. The screen in the upper left of the
above image designated as #1 is a screen that in many cases will flash by so rapidly you will not see it. If you
have a slow internet connection or are blocked from getting out to the internet, you will see screen #1.
Normally you will just see screen #2, stating that you are activated and that Pub2ID is ready to go. Click on
the Close button to dismiss this screen and start using Pub2ID. At this time you should also have the Pub2ID
Registration Screen visible as well. Please fill out the Registration form before starting to use Pub2ID.
Should you have any issues we have provided links on the Activation Complete screen to contact Markzware
Tech Support.
***The length of time window #1 is visible on screen varies. It may take several minutes for it to be replaced by
the window stating you are activated. PLEASE BE PATIENT. Based on testing window #1 may go by so
quickly you will not see it or it may take several minutes (which will seem like forever) for it to disappear.
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Pub2ID Failed Activation
Important Note: While the screen shots in this section show a Failed Activation on a Mac, the same screens
will appear on Windows versions of Pub2ID. Please use this section as a guide as there may be differences in
the look and feel of screens due to operating system differences and the version of Pub2ID you are activating.

Pub2ID - Attempting To Activate

Pub2ID uses standard internet ports to try and communicate with the License Server. If you have a slow
internet connection or are blocked from internet access due to security issues, the above screen appears
and does not go away until you click the Close button. Under standard conditions, the above screen should
disappear within a few minutes and be replaced by a screen informing you that Q2ID has been activated.
If you encounter this screen and it does not close by itself within a reasonable amount of time, please contact
Markzware Tech Support as you are most likely encountering and issues with a proxy server.
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Pub2ID - Non-Activated Product

The above is a reminder screen to Activate your product. If for any reason Pub2ID was unable to reach our
License Server, you can still run the product, but every time you start up InDesign you will presented with the
above screen reminding you that you must take action by the specified date.
VERY IMPORTANT!!!--- If you do not Activate Pub2ID by the date listed on your screen, YOU WILL LOSE
YOUR LICENSE AND NEED TO REPURCHASE Pub2ID.
If you continuously see this window, you need to contact Markzware Tech Support or Sales and get this issue
cleared up. Otherwise after the specified date, you are out of luck. For all standard software, this grace period
is long enough and should be annoying enough that you will take action and contact Markzware well before
the expiration date arrives.
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Pub2ID Proxy Settings for Mac & Win
If you are unable to connect to the internet due to a proxy server, Pub2ID has some built in features that might
help. The screen shots is this section show how to access Proxy setting on a Mac, but the same areas are
also available for Windows users.

Pub2ID Accessing Proxy settings

Access the proxy settings by clicking on the word here
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Pub2ID Enter Proxy Information

You may need to contact your IT or Support person to obtain the information for proxy setup.
Once you enter the requested information, click on the Save button and then click on the Close button.
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Pub2ID Successful Activation

If the proxy data you entered allows you to contact the Markzware License Server, you will eventually see a
successful activation screen.
If you do not get a successful activation screen, please contact Markzware Technical Support.
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Pub2ID Registration
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Pub2ID Registration
Why should you register your software?
•
If you are not Registered you may be denied Tech Support as we do not know who you are.
Important Note: While the screen shots in this section show Registration on a Mac, the same screens will
appear on Windows versions of Pub2ID. Please use this section as a guide as there may be differences in the
look and feel of screens due to operating system differences and the version of Pub2ID you are activating.

Pub2ID Registration Screen

Please register your version of Pub2ID.
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Pub2ID Registration Required Field

Although your email address is the only required field to register Pub2ID, it is strongly suggested you at least
provide your Name and a phone number as well.
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Pub2ID Thank You For Registering

Once you have successfully submitted your Pub2ID Registration form you will receive a Thank You screen.
Click on the Close button to dismiss this screen. At this point you are ready to start using Pub2ID.
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Pub2ID Deactivation & Removal
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Pub2ID for Mac Deactivation & Removal
In order to Deactivate your license for Pub2ID on a Mac, you must uninstall the Plug-In.

Pub2ID for Mac Deactivation - Run Installer

To begin the deactivation process, run the Pub2ID for InDesign Installer by double-clicking on the Setup CS6
icon. This is the same installer you used when first installing Pub2ID for InDesign. If you do not have your
installer available, you may re-download it from the link that came with your original order.

Pub2ID for Mac Deactivation - Click Remove

Click on the Remove button to begin the Uninstall/Deactivation process.
**Note the message that "*Clicking Remove also Deactivates Pub2ID".
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Pub2ID for Mac Deactivation - Choose a Folder

You may be asked to locate the InDesign folder. In some cases the installer will remember where you installed
your version of Pub2ID for InDesign and this window may not appear.
If the window does appear, select the version of InDesign you are running Pub2ID under. In this example
Pub2ID for InDesign CS6 Mac is currently installed and thus one must select the Adobe InDesign CS6 folder.
Once the folder has been selected, click on the Choose button.

Pub2ID for Mac Deactivation - Enter your Password

If you are logged in as an Admin you will be asked to enter your Admin name and password. If you are logged
into a non-admin account, you will still be prompted to enter an Admin username and password in order to
proceed.
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Pub2ID for Mac Removal and Deactivation complete

Once Pub2ID for InDesign has been removed/deactivated, you will see a confirmation screen. Click Finish to
close the window.
Pub2ID for Mac has now been removed and deactivated. You may now load Pub2ID for InDesign onto
another Mac computer.
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Pub2ID for Win Deactivation & Removal
In order to Deactivate your license for Pub2ID on Windows, you must uninstall the Plug-In.

Pub2ID for Win Uninstall

To Uninstall and Deactivate Pub2ID for Windows, go to your Control Panel and then click on Uninstall a
program

Pub2ID for Win Uninstall - Select Pub2ID

To Uninstall and Deactivate Pub2ID:
1. Highlight Pub2ID in the list of available programs to Uninstall
2. Click on the Uninstall link
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Pub2ID for Win Uninstall - Remove Pub2ID?

Click on the Yes button to continue with the removal and deactivation of Pub2ID

Pub2ID for Win Uninstall Complete

Once the Uninstall/Deactivation process is complete you will see a confirmation window. Click the Finish
button to close the window and complete the removal and deactivation of Pub2ID.
Pub2ID has now been deactivated and removed, it may now be installed on another Windows computer.
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PUB2ID Menu
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PUB2ID Menu
Important Note: While the screen shots in this section show the Pub2ID menus on a Mac, the same screens
will appear on Windows versions of Pub2ID. Please use this section as a guide as there may be differences in
the look and feel of screens due to operating system differences and the version of Pub2ID you are activating.

Pub2ID Menu Items

There are two Menu Items under the Pub2ID Menu:
1. Convert MS Publisher® Document… - Clicking on this menu item will bring up an Open File window
asking you to locate the Publisher file you would like to convert. You may also use InDesign's standard
Command-O (Control-O on WIn) or Open Command to select Publisher files to convert.
2. Help… - Clicking this will bring up a small window with a few options.

Pub2ID Help… Menu Item

When you select the Help… menu item you will be presented with a small window that contains several things:
1. The version number of Pub2ID you are running. This version will be asked for should you contact Tech
Support.
2. Link to the Pub2ID online manual. Clicking this will open up your default web browser and take you to the
online Pub2ID manual.
3. Link to the Markzware Tech Support Request Form. Clicking on this will open up your default web
browser and take you to the Markzware Online Technical Support Form. The form should have your
License ID pre-pasted in to save you some time.
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PUB2ID Overview
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Using Pub2ID
Pub2ID, quick and easy to use
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Simply use the InDesign >File>Open menu to locate your Microsoft Publisher file and click “Open”; or:
Click the “Markzware” item on the InDesign Menu Bar then select “Convert MS Publisher Document”
from the Pub2ID fly-out menu.
You will see a conversion progress bar.
The MS Publisher file will appear rebuilt in InDesign.
Images are extracted to a folder (with the MS Publisher file name) and linked in the new InDesign
document.
Save this new InDesign file.
Close then reopen the new InDesign file
Remap any missing fonts using the InDesign dialog
Re-save the new InDesign document

Real World Jobs and Improving Pub2ID
It is important to understand that it is not possible to achieve a 100% conversion due to the fact that Microsoft
Publisher and InDesign handle text and document construction in differing ways and contain tools and
features having no counterpart in the other. Simply stated: you wouldn’t want to be so brave as to convert and
blindly print the new document. Instead, you will need to visually inspect the converted document and in some
cases manually edit objects. Therefore, the primary goal of the conversion is to essentially move the basic
document objects from one application to another, thus saving you a tremendous amount of time and effort as
compared to recreating the entire document from scratch. Furthermore, the most ideal way to convert one
desktop publishing file to another application is to simply avoid any features which are known to not convert
well, such as features that are not supported by the destination application. In most real cases, however, this
is not possible since you may already have a number of documents that you would rather not have to
re-work, but instead wish to magically convert over to another application.
Markzware has used its best efforts in the development of this product and this User Guide. It is not possible
for the product to function perfectly in every instance nor is it possible for this user guide to include every
conceivable issue that might arise as there are almost infinite variables for the MS Publisher document as well
as unconventional user techniques that cannot be known until encountered. Markzware relies on input from
users of the product to discover unknown issues and will provide updates to the product when and wherever
possible.
Help us make this product better by providing input about issues or features. Please use our Tech Support
Request Form to submit any questions or issues that you may encounter.
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Pub2ID Workflow
Pub2ID General Workflow considerations
•

•
•

Given the nature of some of the limitations discussed in this guide, it is essential that the MS Publisher
author supply a PDF of the document created by MS Publisher so the Pub2ID user will know what the
document is supposed to look like. This PDF need not be of the highest quality but it should have all fonts
embedded to provide a useful visual of the text style and flow. Without a "soft proof" like this, reworking
the converted InDesign document to faithfully reproduce the look and feel of the original, may prove to be
very difficult. Publisher 2007 has PDF output capability. For users of previous MS Publisher versions, the
freeware PDF creation print driver "doPDF" from Softland
(http://www.dopdf.com/) is suggested as being suitable for creating this "soft proof".
Each version of MS Publisher can open any previous MS Publisher version document. Therefore, the
Pub2ID user must rely on the MS Publisher author to identify the document MS Publisher version;
otherwise there is no way to ascertain the version. Documents from MS Publisher 2000 and earlier must
be opened in MS Publisher 2002 or higher and re-saved before converting them with Pub2ID.

Pub2ID Microsoft Windows Specific Workflow considerations

If you are working with Pub2ID on Windows, you must make sure that the MS Publisher document you are
converting is not open in a local copy of MS Publisher. MS Publisher locks the open file and you will receive a
failure dialog in InDesign that looks like the image above.
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Pub2ID Text & Fonts
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Pub2ID Fonts & Styles
Pub2ID Dealing with Fonts and Styles
1. Microsoft Publisher is a Windows only application. The ideal conversion is one that takes place on the same
machine that was used to author the original MS Publisher document or one that has all of the same fonts
installed.
2. MS Publisher does not have a font collection feature, rather it relies on a feature of the "Commercial Printing
Tools" menu to imbed fonts in a way similar to other Microsoft applications such as MS Word. Embedding
fonts in this way has no beneficial impact on the conversion process. Adobe InDesign requires the fonts to be
installed and active on the Pub2ID host system.
3. Conversion of these files to Adobe InDesign on a Macintosh presents a particular challenge to the user
since...
a) Windows fonts do not generally install on a Macintosh
b) The proliferation of free Windows fonts of dubious quality which may not behave as expected nor have any
Macintosh counterpart.
4. You should expect that the author of the MS Publisher document used “menu stylizing of text,” exclusively.
This makes mapping of the font and style(s) somewhat imprecise. Adobe InDesign does not support menu
styles; therefore the use in MS Publisher of the typeface "Helvetica" with a menu style of "Bold" will result in
InDesign attempting to map to a font named "Helvetica Bold". Unless a font installed on your system has that
exact name, the font will have to be remapped manually.
5. Other supported font effects such as underlines will only appear when the font is active and recognized in
the InDesign document.

**By default missing fonts in InDesign show as highlighted in pink.
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Pub2ID Suggested Font Substitution Strategy

The best strategy for remapping fonts is to convert the MSP file, save the converted document as a new
INDD document then close that document. Reopen this new InDesign document and use the InDesign
automatic font substitution dialog to remap fonts used to similar ones you may have active on your system.
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Pub2ID Text Flow
Pub2ID Text Flow Differences

Text flow reproduction is fundamentally problematic for any file conversion. The text rendering engines of
Desk Top Publishing applications and the mathematics that run them are closely guarded secrets; therefore
text flow will always require some degree of rework. Naturally, if a Pub2ID conversion takes place on a
Macintosh, font availability is an additional issue as mentioned previously.
a) Text "autoflow" from one text box to another is supported for both adjacent and remote text boxes.
b) Text boxes are faithfully reproduced for size, position and contents.
c) Page margins are faithfully reproduced.
d) Text boxes formatted with columns are supported.
e) MS Publisher renders text a bit darker on screen. InDesign renders the same text lighter on screen. This
has no impact on the printed piece. **Notice that the text has reflowed, this is an unavoidable difference
between how MS Publisher and Adobe InDesign's handle text.
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Pub2ID Tables
Pub2ID Tables
Tables and their contents are supported provided that they are simple Column/Row arrangements with
standard labels. Addition of features such as spanning or combining cells, vertical text, or other exotic
treatments may not convert as expected. Conversions may experience tables shifting their position off-page.
Table and cell outlines are supported, but may be incomplete, missing or have gaps requiring rework.
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Pub2ID Text Wrap
Pub2ID Text Wrap Considerations

Text wrap, or runaround, is faithfully reproduced for most placed images within a text box, so long as the text
wrap style in MS Publisher is set to "Square" (2). Exceptions to this are:
a) Graphic items with the wrap style "Tight" (1) applied that wraps the text to the outside contours of the
image, are not supported. A “Square” style wrap is applied in InDesign.
b) Graphic items with the wrap style "Top and Bottom" (3) applied that prevents wrapping the text to the right
and left sides of the image, are not supported. A “Square” style wrap is applied in InDesign.
c) Graphic items with the wrap style "Through" (4) applied that "ghosts" the text through the image, are not
supported. A “Square” style wrap is applied in InDesign.
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Pub2ID Text Formatting Effects
Pub2ID Supported and Non-Supported Text Formatting Effects

MS Publisher provides user options to adjust text and paragraph elements in certain ways.
Below is a summary...
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Super/Subscript - Supported
Text Outline (hollow) - Supported
Text Emboss - Not supported
SmallCaps - Supported
Text Shadow - Not supported
Text Engrave - Not supported
Scaling - Supported
Tracking - Supported
Kerning - Supported
Horizontal rule before/after paragraph - Supported.
Leading/Line Space - Supported
Numbers/Bullets - Supported
Drop Caps - Supported
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Pub2ID Images & Graphics
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Pub2ID Image Effects & Special Effects
Pub2ID Picture Formatting

The “Picture Format” option allows the MS Publisher user to manipulate placed images in several ways.
Because InDesign has no counterpart feature for direct image formatting, most of this "on the fly" graphic
editing is not supported, such as color, contrast, and brightness adjustments. Use of the feature "Set
Transparent Color" is also not supported; i.e. the image will be converted but the transparency is removed
together with any other MS Publisher “effects” that rely on it (see Text Wrap, above). Supported exceptions
are:
•
Crop - Image crop is reproduced but an image scaled in MS Publisher that is also cropped is converted
to the native scale image in the crop box in InDesign.
•
“Line/Border Style” - Supported only for single, double and triple stroke lines, “standard” dash and “dot”
dash lines (“fancy” dashes will be converted to standard dashes). Line color is supported.
•
Image box color fill is supported.

Pub2ID Color Transparency

Color Transparency is not supported.
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Pub2ID Border Art

The “Border Art” option allows the MS Publisher user to select from a pallet of bitmap images which are then
assembled to apply that bitmap around the image as a frame. Border Art is not supported.

Pub2ID Word Art

The “Word Art” option allows the MS Publisher user to select from a pallet of “artistic” style options (3d, color
gradients, fit to path, etc.) and apply that style to any selected text. The text portion and base color used for
the Word Art will convert to InDesign but, Word Art stylizing is not supported.
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Pub2ID Background
The “Background” option allows the MS Publisher user to assign a background (texture, color, gradient, etc.)
to the page from a pallet of options. Background is not supported.

Pub2ID Fill Effects

Gradient, Texture and Pattern are not supported; although you may see some remnant converted.
Workaround: If you are on a Windows system with both InDesign and MS Publisher installed, in some cases
you can copy the filled item and paste it into InDesign. This may not always provide sufficient resolution of the
fill for commercial printing purposes.
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Pub2ID AutoShapes

The “AutoShapes” feature lets the MS Publisher user choose items from a pallet and place them on the page,
such as thought balloons, starbursts, banners, flowchart items, lines, freeform drawings, etc. AutoShapes
are not supported except as follows...
•
Some “Basic Shapes” will convert such as trapezoid freehand line and 3d Square.
•
Although a shape may not convert a place-holder object is placed on the InDesign page. That shape will
contain any text placed in the shape as well as any color fill.
•
Certain AutoShapes may cause InDesign to crash, halt or fail to convert the document. There is no way
to predict which AutoShapes might cause a crash.

Workaround: If you are on a Windows system with both InDesign and MS Publisher installed, in some cases
you can copy the AutoShape and paste it into InDesign.
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Pub2ID Design Gallery Objects

The DGO (Design Gallery Objects) feature lets the MS Publisher user choose items from a pallet and place
them on the page, such as mastheads, sidebars, logos, forms, marquis and so forth. This feature is partially
supported as follows...
•
DGOs with any color gradient, blend, etc. may not convert exactly the same as the original, or convert at
all. Some “fancy” DGOs may convert better than others.
•
Other DGOs will convert but may exhibit problems such as inversion, size, placement or may be
incomplete or otherwise require rework.
•
DGOs are not extracted as graphic files.
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Pub2ID Drawing Objects

The “Drawing” options on the left, vertical menu bar in MS Publisher allows the user to draw 4 types of lines
and objects directly on the page: lines, ellipses, rectangles and arrow-lines. Drawing objects are generally
supported as follows...
•
Single/Double/Triple lines, “standard” dash and “dot” dash lines are supported (“fancy” dashes will be
converted to standard dashes). Line weights may be different.
•
“Pattern Line” borders are not supported, but converted to single stroke in InDesign.
•
Line color is supported.
•
Only standard arrow points are supported, not “fancy” points.
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Pub2ID Insert Object

From the “Insert” menu, selecting “Object” allows the MS Publisher user to insert an OLE “live” file object into
the document such as a PDF, Excel file, PowerPoint slide and so forth; much the same way as the MS Word
user does. Insert Object is generally supported with some exceptions...
•
Objects are converted as graphic files and are not editable in InDesign or in their source application.
•
OLE features are not supported such as live link to file and auto updating; Mac or Windows.
•
Objects are treated by Pub2ID like graphic elements and extracted to a folder. For the most part the
extracted Objects are converted as EMF (Enhanced Windows Metafiles) files and loose their original file
type. Some known exceptions being Bitmap files convert as PNG and MS Word files as WMF.
Note: MS Publisher has no ability to extract any such inserted Object. Pub2ID extracted Objects are given
arbitrary names and do not retain the original name or file format.
The kind of Objects that can be inserted into a MS Publisher file depend largely on which applications the MS
Publisher user has installed on their machine, which also behave properly with OLE. Not every conceivable
Object or variable was tested. Objects that have been tested with Pub2ID thus far are as follows:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

PDF - PDFs exhibit variable results once placed in MS Publisher depending on how the PDF was created
in the first place. Pub2ID reproduces the PDF faithfully according to how well or poorly MS Publisher
handled the file.
Photoshop - Native PSD files from Photoshop v11.x were faithfully reproduced. Note: Unlike placed
graphics, the extracted file in this case IS affected by any scaling done in the MS Publisher document.
“Live” text and layers in the .psd may be a problem.
Bitmap - A sample BMP was faithfully reproduced, plus scaling effect as noted above.
Excel Worksheet - A sample .xls file faithfully reproduced layout and text.
PowerPoint Slide - A sample .ppt file faithfully reproduced text and placed graphics.
Visio Drawing - A sample .vsd file faithfully reproduced shapes, lines and connectors.
MS Word Page - A sample .doc file faithfully reproduced text, table and placed graphics.

Pub2ID Content Library
MS Publisher 2007 allows the user to define any item on the page as a “Content Library” item; that can be
selected and placed on the page. Since these items are composed of any elements that MS Publisher can
produce on a page, items in the Content Library are supported provided they do not contain anything listed
here as being unsupported.
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Pub2ID Clip Art
Clip art placed in MS Publisher whether from the MS Publisher clip art library, the Microsoft Office library or a
3rd party library is supported provided the image does not contain any of the known unsupported features
listed in this document.

Pub2ID 3D Styles

MS Publisher allows the user to assign various 3 dimensional styles to certain objects. 3D is not supported
for any objects nor any of the formatting options thereof.
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Pub2ID Shadow Style

MS Publisher allows the user to apply a drop shadow to certain objects (this is apart from the shadow feature
found in the text formatting tool). Shadow Styles are supported under the following conditions...
•
MS Publisher shadows are generally hard-edged "geometric" shadows with no user formatting options.
InDesign converted shadows are more natural, "organic" shadows and so the user will have to use the
InDesign shadow formatting controls to restore the hard-edged MS Publisher “look and feel” if desired.
•
Shadow color and other formatting options are supported.
•
Objects with no background fill in MS Publisher: the shadow will map to the object shape.
•
Objects with background fill in MS Publisher: the shadow will map to the box.
•
Objects with no background fill but with a box outline in MS Publisher: the shadow will map to the outline.
This behavior is supported except that the shadow will also map to the contents of the box including text,
when converted.
•
To apply a shadow in MS Publisher a box must have background fill, an outline or both. If a shadow is
applied to other than this, the shadow will not appear in MS Publisher but may appear after conversion to
InDesign.
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Pub2ID Images
Pub2ID Embedded Images
The MS Publisher default preference is to embed placed images. In fact, the MS Publisher author must go to
considerable lengths to link images to external files and then remove the embedded image. The easiest way to
do this is to use the "Take to a commercial printing service" feature of MS Publisher's "Pack & Go" menu. This
will extract all image files (except for certain vector based files) and create links. The result, however is that
the embedded images are still retained in the MS Publisher document. Presumably, this is so one can use the
MS Publisher "Graphics Manager" to switch between linked and embedded for individual files. Happily, since
the embedded images are retained, the use of this feature has no impact on conversion with Pub2ID. It is
possible, albeit difficult, for the MS Publisher author to convert all images to external links and delete the
embedded image. To convert such a file with Pub2ID, the image library must be supplied with the MS
Publisher document otherwise all you will have upon conversion are low resolution previews. Basically,
Pub2ID works best with all images embedded; which is, coincidentally, the default operation of MS Publisher.
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Pub2ID Commercial Printing Tools in MS Publisher

Once images are placed into MS Publisher they are treated as RGB color space for output and are converted
to RGB when using the "Pack and Go" feature mentioned above. This includes any images that were in CMYK
mode when placed in the MS Publisher document. MS Publisher includes a Color "redefinition" tool for
converting RGB to CMYK but this only has an effect when using MS Publisher itself to output the document.
Setting this feature has no impact on the document or on the conversion process with Pub2ID. Using Pub2ID
actually makes color conversion easier. See below.
NOTE: There is no need for the MS Publisher author to use any of the “Commercial Printing Tools” or the
“Pack and Go” feature if you are converting the file with Pub2ID. At best they have no impact on the
conversion of the file; at worst, they can hinder a successful result.
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Pub2ID Image Extraction
The Pub2ID conversion process automatically extracts the embedded images from the MS Publisher
document (including the vector based files that MS Publisher cannot extract) and creates links in the InDesign
document. These images are placed in a folder labeled with an arbitrary file name such as “IMGTemp23.jpg” .
Unlike MS Publisher, Pub2ID extracts the images in their original color space (with the apparent exception of
EPS files). Therefore, if the MS Publisher author went to the trouble of using CMYK images you can recover
the benefit of that effort by using Pub2ID. The images are extracted in their native size and resolution; they are
not affected by scaling in the MS Publisher document but the InDesign conversion will faithfully reproduce the
position, scale, rotation, flip, skew, etc. of the original MS Publisher document.
Limitations:
•
Certain vector images (next bullet below) are assigned temporary names.
•
EPS, CorelDRAW and other vector based files will be extracted as WMF files since MS Publisher
converts all such files to WMF when placed.
•
Extraction of different images with the same (original) name is supported.
•
There may be issues with placed EPS files that contain “live” text and bitmap images.
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Pub2ID Other Document Traits
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Pub2ID Other Document Traits
Pub2ID Master Pages
The MS Publisher Master Page is converted to an INDD Master Page

Pub2ID Page Spreads
MS Publisher spreads are converted to INDD spreads.

Pub2ID Mail/Catalog Merge
Mail/Catalog Merge - Not supported

Pub2ID Pasteboard
MS Publisher allows the user to store unused items outside the page borders, the pasteboard area. With MS
Publisher, an item must be completely off the page to be "on" the pasteboard; otherwise it is considered to be
on whatever page(s) it might be touching or partially on. When any pasteboard item(s) are present, Pub2ID
creates an extra document page and locates the pasteboard items on and around that page, and may overlap
items. Pasteboard items will be extracted the same way as other similar items, such as images.

Pub2ID Non-Printing Items
MS Publisher items not intended for print such as HTML, Hot Spot, Hyperlink, Web Page output, Personal
Information, are not supported; except to the degree that any of these items places a supported graphical
element or text on the page, that placement will be reproduced but not any of the live dynamics. For instance,
the text of a hypertext link will appear in the conversion including the underline and color but not the actual link
itself.

Pub2ID Macros
Macros are not supported

Pub2ID Add-Ins (Plug-ins for MS Publisher)
Required add-ins or add-ins that act on features not supported by InDesign (e.g. Mail Merge), are not
supported.

Pub2ID Commercial Printing Tools
All Commercial Printing Tools settings are ignored by Pub2ID.

Pub2ID Pack and Go
All Pack and Go settings are ignored by Pub2ID.
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Pub2ID Troubleshooting
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Last Resort for File That Crashes
Hold the Shift Key Down

As a last resort, if you have a file that crashes during conversion, you can try holding down the Shift Key
down. To do this
•
Hold the Shift Key down before you select the file to be converted, select the filename and then click Open
On either Mac or Win, if holding the Shift Key down allows the file to convert, you will get a file with Gray
Picture Previews and no images, so this function essentially does a partial conversion.
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Pub2ID Access Denied Image Folder Error
Pub2ID Access Denied Image Folder Error

This error may occur when someone has converted a Publisher file in another account on the system and
then another user tries to open the converted file in InDesign or they try to re-convert the file under their own
user account.
The safest way to handle this error is to move the file in question to your Desktop and then run the conversion
again. Since you have full access to your Desktop, the file should convert and if it contains any images, an
Images folder will also be created on your desktop.
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Pub2ID Access Denied Parent Folder
Pub2ID Access Denied Parent Folder

This error may occur when someone has converted a Publisher file in another account on the system and
then another user tries to re-convert the file under their own user account.
The safest way to handle this error is to move the file in question to your Desktop and then run the conversion
again. Since you have full access to your Desktop, the file should convert and if it contains any images, an
Images folder will also be created on your desktop.
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